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ABSTRACT 

It is shown that for II x n matrices over a division ring which is finite dimensional 

over its center, the notions of consimilarity, conpseudosimilarity and consemisimilar- 

ity are all equivalent, provided the conjugation is strong. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we extend the results of [l] to nonelementary conjugations 

(.)^ for matrices over a division ring ~IJ which is finite dimensional over its 

center. 

Given a ring 9, a conjugation (. )^ on 9 is any involutory automor- 

phism, that is, any mapping (. )^ which satisfies 

for any a, b E 9. In particular the identity map is a conjugation, as is 

“complex” conjugation for the ring @. There are, however, an infinite 

number of other conjugations on @. We shall primarily be interested in the 
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ring 9 = D,, x,i of n X n matrices over a division ring D, with associated 
conjugation (. )^ 

It is easily seen that each conjugation (:) on D induces a conjugation on 
ID ,Ix,, via (A^ )ij = iiij. The converse need not be true in general, but is true 
for matrices over a field, as we shall demonstrate. 

Throughout, we shall use D,,, x,, to denote the set of all m X n matrices 
over D, and shorten D,,,, , to D”’ and D, Xn to D,. The (right row) rank of a 
matrix A over D will be denoted by p(A). See, for example, [5, pp. 22, 511. 

Given a conjugation (7) on K9, a semilinear map T on D” (considered as a 
right vector space) is defined by 

(x+ya)T = XT +yTE. 

Relative to any given basis @ = (b,) for D”, the semilinear map T induces a 
unique matrix A = [a,, . . , a,,] via 

biT = [b,, . . . ,b,,]ai, i=l ,...,n. (1.1) 

As usual, we denote this matrix A by [T],d. 
Conversely, given a conjugation (:>, any matrix A induces a semilinear 

map relative to the basis {b,, . .,b,,} via 

[b ,,..., b.]xT=[b ,,..., b,t]Aj7. (I.21 

Moreover, for this induced map T, its matrix representative [Z’],d equals A. 
We shall also need the fact that if U is another semilinear map on D”, with 
matrix B (relative to the same basis and same conjugation), then 

[ TU],d = Bx, (I.31 

where (K)i.i = Zij. In particular T’ is a Zineur map, with [T”],d = fi. 
The concept of “consimilarity,” using an entrywise conjugation, enters 

naturally when one changes bases. Indeed, matrices A and B represent one 
and the same semilinear map exactly when 

(S*)-‘BS = A (I.41 

for some invertible S. If this happens for a conjugation (. )^ on D,, x,1, we say 
that B is consimilar to A. It should be clear that consimilarity depends 
crucially on the I>articuZar conjugation on D,,,,, that is being used. To 
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emphasize this dependence, we shall replace the prefix “con” by “* ,” write 

“A -similarity” for “consimilarity,” and denote the relation by 5. 

Related to A -similarity are .. -pseudo- and * -semisimilarity. These may be 

defined as follows: 

(1) B is A -pseudosimiLar to A if (Xx)* AX = B and X A BX” = A for 

some inner inverses Xx and X” of X, i.e. XX”X = X = XXoX. 

(2) B is * -semisimilar to A if Y * AX = B and X^ BY = A for some X 

and Y. 

If A-is the identity map, we shall drop the ‘Lo” in each of these definitions. 

Our aim in this note is to show that if ID is finite dimensional over its 

center and the conjugation on KD,,~,~ is well behaved, then these three types 

of similarity are equivalent. Before we address this problem, let us first 

examine the question of what an arbitrary conjugation on D,, x,I looks like. 

2. CONJUGATIONS ON QIx,* 

If f is the center of D, and z E r is nonzero, then it is easily seen that 

A^ = H-IAH with H” = -I u (2.1) 

is a conjugation on D,, x,1. We shall refer to these conjugations as tweak. If no 

such H and z exist for a conjugation (e)^ on D,, x,1, we call the conjugation 

strong. We shall see that our results will only go through for strong 

conjugations on D,, Xn, with finite (D : I’). 
We shall first have to characterize all conjugations on Dnx,,. To do this 

we use a result by Jacobson [5, p. 237, Theorem 8, Exercise 51. 

TimonnM 1. All conjugations on D,,,,, hate the form A^ = L-‘KL for 

some invertible matrix L and some automorphism (T) on D such that 

LL = xl, X=x#O, and j=xdx-’ fwall dED. 

Proof. All automorphisms on D,,, have the form &J(A) = L-‘AL, where 

CT) is an automorphism on D and (x))ij = Zij [5]. cow +(+(A))= A is 

equivalent to L-‘( L-‘zL)L = A, which reduces to AX = XA with X = EL. 
This must hold for all choices of A, and in particular for A = Eij. Because 

Eij = E,,, we see that E,,X = XE,,. This forces X to become a diagonal 
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matrix X = ~1. To establish the remaging conditions, observe that EL ==xI, 

which gives f, = XL-‘. Consequently L = F.L-‘= X(L)-’ = Xx-‘. But A = 

XAX-’ = .rAx-’ implies that z = z&t-‘. Comparing these two results shows 

that x = X. Since (:) acts elementwise, it follows that d== xdx-’ for all d in 

D. For later use we note that L- * = Lx- ‘. 
We now observe that if (.)^ is a strong conjugation, then (1 cannot be 

inner. Indeed, suppose that d = ydy -’ with y = c. Then A= yAy - ’ and - 
A^ = L-‘!yAy-‘L = rip’AH, where L = yll. Now (t= y2dym2 = sdx-‘, and 

so S-‘l/d = clx-‘y”. In other words s-‘y’ is central. Lastly, xl = EL = 
yHyH = y(yHy-‘)yH = y”ll’, which shows that II’ = y-“XI = ;I, in which 

: is central. n 

For the case of a field, a great simplification occurs. 

CoKoLLAHY 1. All conjugutions on IF,,X,c we of the form A* = L-‘XL, 
u.herc (3 is (I conjugution on IF, und 

LL = XI witlz x=.V#O. (2.2) 

Proof. Since all scalars commute, we see from Theorem 1 that A== A 

for all A. In particular since CT) is defined entrywise, this means that d= d 
for all d E [F. Thus the automorphism (:) must be a conjugation on IF. 

Moreover, Cdl)* = L-*aL = L-‘I%=~. This shows that the conjugation 

( * )^ restricted to scalar matrices does agree with (‘1. n 

Another case of special interest is where x = X = k Qy for some y E D. In 

this case we ‘nay set II = y- ’ L and A’= y-‘Ky. It is easily seen that (*>’ is a 

conjugation. Moreover A^ = L-‘XL = H-‘A’H, while H’H = y-‘HyH = 

@yY’LL = f x-l- - LL - + I, which is the “cleanest” form for a conjugation. 

In particular, since every real nurnber x has the form x = + ijy for some 

y, it follows that all conjugations on C,,x,, are of the form 

A- = If-‘KH with G= + II-‘, (2.3) 

where (:) is a conjugation on @. We now come to our main result. 

3. A RELATION BETWEEN THE VARIOUS TYPES OF SIMILARITY 

In the remainder of this paper we assume that D is finite dimensional 

over its center. Let us now investigate how the three types of similarity are 

related, thereby generalizing the results of [ 11. 
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TIIEORE~~ 2. Gt D be finite dimensional ozjer its center, and suppose 
that (. I^ is a strong conjugation on lD,,x,,. Then the following are equivalent : 

(i) B is * -similar to A; 

(ii) B is * -pseudosimilar to A; 
(iii) B is A -semisimilar to A; 

(iv) AA^ is pseudosimilar to BB A , and p[(AA * IkAl = p[( BB A Ik B] for all 
k > 0; 

(VI AA* = BB^, and p[(AA^)kA]=p[(BB^)kB] forallk>,O. 

Proof. We shall do this in three parts. First we have four easy implica- 
tions. 

(i) 3 (ii): Clear. Take X = S-l, X” = X” = S. 
(ii> 2 (iii): Let us verify that Y = X”XX” will do. Indeed, since 

X^(XC)^A = A = AXX”, BX”X = B, and AX = X* B, we see that 

(x”)^x” (F)"Ax = (x~)^Ax = B 

while 

XA BX”XX’: = AXX”XX’; = AXX’; = A, 

(iii> j (iv): This follows exactly as in Theorem 2.2 of [l]. 
(iv) 9 (v): It was shown in [2, Theorem I] that in a p.u.r. ring, pscudosim- 

ilarity and similarity are equivalent. 
Before we complete the circle, several remarks are here in place. 

REMARKS. 

(1) The algebraic manipulations work because (e)^, (*)“, and the Drazin 
inverse operation (. )‘I all commute. That is, 

(A^ )” = (A”)” and (A”)^ E ((A^)‘) 

(2) It also follows in Theorem 2 that (ii) +. (i). In fact, if Q = (I - XX” + 
XU)U-‘(I - X”X -t VX), where XUX = X with U invertible, then Q is 
invertible and (Q- ‘>^ AQ = B. 
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(3) For a weak conjugation, (v) need not imply (i). For example, let (7) 
be the identity, z = 1, and H = 1. Then if 

A=1 and B= (f i, 
[ 1 

we get AA= I= BE, yet A is not similar to B. 

The only thing remaining is to show that (v) implies (i) for a strong 
conjugation. 

Suppose that (v) holds and P-‘AA^P=BB^. Then (P-‘AP^)P^ -‘A&P= 
BB * or A-A’ * = BB * , where A- =P-'APA . In addition, (A-A’ _ lkA- = 
P-‘&l* jkAP*, so that p[(A-A- A jkA-] = p[(AA^ jkA] = p[(BB^ jkB]. Now 

assume that (. )^ is strong and is given by Theorem 1. If we set A’ = A- L- ’ 

and B’= BL-‘, and recall that L-l= Lx-‘, then A’A’=(A-L-‘XzL-‘)= 
(A-L-‘)(zLx-‘)= A’A’^x-‘, and similarly BIB’= BB^x-‘. In other 
words A’A’ = B’B’. Moreover. 

p[(A’A’x)‘Aj =p[(A-A-+4-] =p[(BB-)‘B] =p[(B’&)l‘B’]. 

Let us now reduce our problem to the invertible and nilpotent subcases. 
Since (‘1 is an automorphism on 113, we may apply Fitting’s decomposition [4, 
p. 281 to the matrices A’ and B’. This states that there exist invertible Q and 
R such that 

- v 0 
Q-'A'Q= o 77 > 

[ 1 R-‘B’E= y ’ 
[ 1 5 ’ (3.1) 

where V and W are invertible and where Nk(r]) = 77175 . . . v(m)1 and N(l) 
vanish for sufficiently large k. 

Using the fact that z = XMX-‘, it follows that ~(-)~‘&f(-)“+ ’ = x ‘MGx --i 

and hence Nz,+,(M) = (MIl\?.r)‘+‘s-‘-I. Hence 

N,(q) = 0 for some k iff (7777~)’ = 0 for some 1, (3.2a) 

N,(l) = 0 for some k iff (lLr)‘= 0 for some I. (3.2b) 

Moreover, 

1 = Q-‘(A’$x)Q and R-‘( B’B’x)R = 
[ 77 G*]. 

(3.3) 
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Since A’Ax = B’B’x, it follows (over any ring) that 

Wx = WiGi and q?jx = [cx. (3.4) 

In addition, since over a division ring any matrix with left and right inverses 

must be square, we may conclude that over our division ring, V? and WE, 

and hence V and W, all have the same size. Similarly 17 and 5 have the same 

size. Furthermore, the rank conditions p[(A’z.r)‘;A’] = ~[(B’B’x)~B’], ensure 

that 

(v%)kV 0 
P 

[ 0 (M4k77 1 [ 

=p mmkw 0 

0 I (sf5)kl . 

Hence p[(qqx)“~l= p[(5ix)‘5] f or all lc >, 0. Moreover, from (3.4) we see 

that p[(~tjx)~ ] = p[(lf~x)~] for all k > 0. 

Consequently our problem has been split into the invertible and nilpotent 

subproblems: 

W 

all 

(1) Given V& = W%X with V and W invertible, show V is consimilar to 

with respect to the conjugation (T). 

(2) Given qqx = lf x with (3.2) valid and p[(~?jx)“~] = p[(Cz~>~l] for 

k > 0, show 77 is consimilar to C with respect to the conjugation CT). 

The nilpotent case is easily disposed of. Indeed, if T and U are the 

semilinear maps induced on D”’ by (17, CT)) and (5, tT)), respectively, then by 

(3.2) we know that the matrix representations N(q) and N(t) of Tk and Uk 

vanish. Hence both T and V are nilpotent semilinear maps. Next, using the 

Jordan chain decomposition of ID”‘, for a nilpotent semilinear map we obtain 

S-l17S=diag[j,,l(O),..., J,,,(O)] = M,_where J(O) = [ 8i.j+ ,] and S is some in- 

vertible matrix. Likewise, ZZ- ‘(,‘K = diag[J,,,,(O), . . , J,,, CO)] = M’. Since 

s-‘(?JFX)S = M’ x and S-‘[(q?j~)~q]S = Mzkf’x, and a s:milar result holds 

for lcx, it follows from the rank conditions that p(Mk> = p(Mfk) for all 

k > 0. Thus M = M’, ensuring that 77 and 6 are consimilar. 

We now come to the invertible ca?e, Suppose WX = WEX and both are 

invertible. Since (.I^ is strong, and d = xdx-’ is the smallest power of CT) 

that is inner, it follows by Theorem 34 of [4] (with /L = 1, r = 2, and 5” = $> 

that V and W are consimilar. 

Combining the two subcases, we may conclude that Y- ‘A’7 = B’ for some 
I* 

invertible Y, and hence Y-IA- Y = B. This in turn ensures that A and B are 

* -similar, since L -similarity is an equivalence relation. n 
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We close with an open problem. What extra conditions are needed for a 
weak conjugation, to allow LIS to go from (v) to (i)? 

The authors wish to thank the referee for severul valunble comments und 

references. 
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